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Abstract—Most current data is multivariable, exploring and identifying valuable information in these datasets has far-reaching impacts. In
particular, discovering meaningful hidden association patterns in multivariate plays an important role. Plenty of measures for multivariate
association have been proposed, yet it is still an open research challenge for effectively capturing association patterns among three or
more variables, especially the scenario without any prior knowledge about those relationships. To do so, we desire a distribution-free,
association type-independent and non-parametrical measure. For practical applications, such a measure should comparable, interpretable,
scalable, intuitive, reliability, and robust. However, no exiting measures fulfill all of these desiderata. In this paper, taking advantage of the
neighborhood information of a sample, we propose MNA, a maximal neighborhood multivariate association measure that satisfies all the
above criteria. Extensive experiments on synthetic and real data show it outperforms state-of-the-art multivariate association measures.

Index Terms—Association mining, multivariate association measure, distribution-free, nonparametric, neighborhood information.
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1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS bases are large, complex and even unknown
distribution [1], [2], [3], [4]. To better understand

and utilize the knowledge hiding in them, one needs to
explore and evaluate some characteristics of data sets [5],
[6], [7], [8]. One of the interesting aspects of this target is
to identify meaningful hidden association patterns among
three or more variables, such as in Figure 1. Multivariate
association analysis is a widely used technology to deal
with this issue [9], [10], [11]. However, due to the diverse
sources or different records in current datasets, we have
no any prior knowledge about such relationships. So non-
parametrical analysis technologies with neither assumption
on data distribution nor types of association are still needed
to explore.

In such contexts, one needs a multivariate association
measure satisfying all following desiderata:

D1. Comparable. The association scores of any set of
variables should fall into a predetermined range such as [0,1],
which means that association measure can be meaningfully
compared across differen multivariate sets.

D2. Interpretable. The results of association measure
should be interpretable, which helps one easily interpret a
given strength from highly association to independent. Such
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Fig. 1: Some possible potential associations among three
variables.

that 0 indicates a set of independent variables and 1 indicates
a set of variables with strong relationship.

D3. Scalable. To discovery more useful association pat-
terns, not only a particular size subset of variables is con-
cerned with, but also all possible subsets of multivariables.
Then an association measure should be easy to compute as
the number of data and dimension size increases.

D4. Intuitive. An association measure is intuitive if it
involves fewer parameters with clear and explicit functions
on the estimation process. Most existing methods need
to handle a lot of unintuitive parameters, an appropriate
relevant parameters are often provided by the inventors.
Different parameters often yield different results. Hence, we
target at a method that its parameters are easy to set and
intuitive to use.

D5. Reliability. The reliability mentioned here includes
two meanings: One is an association measure should be
sensitive to any types of relationships, and has no bias to
them. One is it should be unaffected to the dimension size,
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that is it identifies the fixed degree of association among
them. The reliability guarantees a given score evaluates the
true hidden association structure.

D6. Robust. Real-world data maybe are sampled from a
noisy process. Some poor quality points will far away from
their real value. Existing multivariate association measures
are easily susceptible to the noisy points. Then an association
measure requires to be robust against noise.

Recently, many multivariate association measures have
been advanced to quantify the strength of a group variables.
However, those measures only fulfil some of desiderata
at best. For instance, MAC [12] involves dimension dis-
cretization, where grid technology overlooks easily the local
information, so it is lack of robustness. CMI [13] couldn’t
compare across different multivariate sets due to its large
value range, so it’s poor in comparable. UDS [14] and HICS
[15] are susceptible to higher dimensions, especially for
independent data, so they behave badly in interpretable.
UMC [16] is short of intuitiveness.

In this paper, we aim at proposing a new measure with
all above desiderata. Total association framework based on
information theory is employed, which has been proved can
capture both linear and non-linear associations [17], [18].
For allowing non-parametric assumption on analyzed data,
we make full use of the neighborhood information of a
sample to estimate the Shannon entropy and total association.
Meanwhile, the estimation process ensures robustness owing
to the using of neighbors’ index rather than their real values.
To address the interpretable and reliability, we normalize
the estimated total association under different neighborhood
parameters, and select the maximal from all possible case
as final multivariate association measure. At this point, we
propose Maximal Neighborhood multivariate Association
measure (MNA) that satisfies the above 6 desiderata.

The main contributions of our paper are summarized as
follows:

1) A purely non-parametric neighborhood insight is
introduced to estimate the traditional Shannon en-
tropy, joint entropy and total association, and a neigh-
borhood information-based multivariate association
measure MNA is proposed, which fulfils all above
desiderata, while the existing ones do not.

2) The rationality and validity of k-NN granule of
a sample replacing the sample itself are proved
theoretically and experimentally.

3) An efficient heuristic algorithm to compute the MNA
is provided, which yields high quality.

4) Experimental results on both synthetic and real-world
data demonstrate the advantages of MNA amongst
existing measures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the preliminaries work on multivariable association
measure. Specifically, it includes the basic framework of
total association and several related works based on it.
The rationality of neighborhood replacing sample theory
is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 gives several concepts
of neighborhood information-based association measure,
proposes our approach maximal neighborhood multivariate

association measure MNA. Section 5 provides an efficient
calculating framework for MNA and analyses the time
complexity. Numerical experiments are reported in Section
6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusion and future
work of the paper.

2 PRELIMINARY WORK

Given a finite set samples D={x1, x2, · · · , xn} be a sequence
of independent and identically distributed continuous points,
which comes from multivariate random variable X =
{Xi, · · · , Xd} ∈ Rd, and the probability density function and
probability distribution function of each marginal random
variableXi are p(Xi) and P (Xi) respectively. Each sample xi
can be represented as (xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,d), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. SXi is
the sample sets of marginal variableXi. Here, we assume that
sample points in D taking values in the unit cube [0, 1]d. Let
lp-norm is a distance metric on Rd, and the distance between

two points is defined as 4(xi, xj) = (
d∑
k=1
|xi,k − xj,k|p)1/p

for 1 ≤ p < ∞, and 4(xi, xj) = max
k=1,2,··· ,d

|xi,k − xj,k| for

p = ∞. Then for a point xi, its neighbors can be ranked
by 4ij = 4(xi, xj) : j = 1, 2, · · · , n, j 6= i. Noticing
that sorting process is same for any choice of lp-norm for
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, so we drop the p for convenience in the following
section.

2.1 Total Association

To discover potential association patterns in multivariate, we
need to quantify association strength of a subspace S. We
will mainly use S = {X1, · · · , Xd} represents a subspace
in following section. For convenience, the X1, · · · , Xd is
abbreviated as X1,··· ,d.

A multivariate association measureM(X1,··· ,d) should be
able to quantify the difference between their joint probability
distribution and the product of their marginal probability
distributions. According to the reference [19], the M(X1,··· ,d)
is defined as follows:

M(X1,··· ,d) = diff(p(X1,··· ,d),
d∏
i=1

p(Xi)). (1)

The larger the difference, the higher M(X1,··· ,d) is. An
important property of M(X1,··· ,d) is non-negativity, the

value 0 holds iff p(X1, · · · , Xd) =
d∏
i=1

p(Xi).

If the diff is instantiated as the KL-divergence, the
equation (1) will turn into the total association measure
[19].

TA(D) = KL(p(X1,··· ,d)‖
d∏
i=1

p(Xi))

=
d∑
i=1

H(Xi)−H(X1,··· ,d).

(2)

Theorem 1. TA(D) ≥ 0 and 0 if and only if the X1,··· ,d are
statistical independent.

The TA(D) > 0 indicates that there exists at least one
variable brings a piece of certainty information to the others
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in X. That is to say, some types of association structures are
hidden in the multivariate X.

However, the application of TA is complex in practice, s-
ince the probability density functions are always unknown in
the entropies. How to make an available estimate of involved
probability density or entropy that does not bias the resulting
total association value remains an open problem, especially
in the case of high dimensional and limited samples. Despite
many difficulties, plenty of practical multivariate association
measures have been generated with different angles based
on this framework.

2.2 Related Work

MAC is a maximal normalized total association measure,
which discovers association patterns by identifying the
discretizations of all dimensional spaces [12]. Yet, it involves
a optimization problem at multiple grid sizes, the parameters
in it often cause computational issues. What’ more, the
discretization process neglects easily the local structure inside
grid. CMI is a modified cumulative mutual information,
which quantifies subspace strength by aggregating the
difference between cumulative entropy of single variable [11]
and its conditional cumulative entropy [13]. UDS builds upon
on CMI. The difference is that UDS fixes the permutation of
dimension and adopts a optimal discretization to compute
conditional cumulative entropy terms rather than clusters
conditional dimensions. UDS is a normalized cumulative
mutual information, which ensures the association strengthes
across different subspaces can be compared [14]. UMC
is designed for addressing the dimensionality bias issue,
which introduces a permutation model in statistical model of
independence to make measures suffer from the influence of
”correlation-by-chance” value [16]. HICS is an intermediate
for outlier mining in high dimensional data, which detects
the associated subspaces by computing the cumulative
deviation between the marginal probability density of a
selected variable and its conditional probability densities [15].
In general, these approaches use the discrepancy between the
joint distribution and the product of marginal distributions.
In this work, we still follow this general framework, but aim
at overcoming those problems.

Granular computing (GrC) is an emerging computing
paradigm of information processing, which encourages an
approach to data that recognizes and exploits the knowledge
present in data at various levels of resolution or scales
[20], [21], [22], [23]. That is, it helps us to better analyze
and solve problems by abstracting and dividing complex
problems into several simpler ones, so it is widely studied in
various fields for solving complex problems. ”Information
granule” is the most critical, fundamental and central concept
in GrC, which collects several entities together due to
their similarity, functional or physical adjacency, indistin-
guishability, coherency, or the like [24], [25], [26]. There are
many types of granularity that are often encountered in
machine mining and data learning, where the equivalence
class granulation is a common form. Within an equivalence
class, any objects cannot be distinguished from one another
based on the equivalence class criterion. In the absence of
any prior knowledge from data, collecting the neighbors
of samples is the most intuitive method for constructing

equivalence classes. There are two types neighborhood
granules commonly seen in existing research [27], [28]. One
is δ-neighborhood granule [29], [30], where δ represents the
radius of an object, objects falling into the circle are regarded
as its corresponding neighborhood. Another one is k-NN
granule [31], [32], [33], [34], where k is the number of objects
in the neighborhood, k neighbors form its corresponding
neighborhood. Both they have been applied to estimate
entropy, joint entropy and mutual information and succeeded
in feature selection, classification and other tasks [35].

Inspired by the data-driven computing advantages of
GrC, here we utilize the k-NN granule of each sample instead
of the sample itself to construct multivariate joint entropy
and total association, and then design a neighborhood
information-based multivariate association measure based
on those definitions.

3 THE RATIONALITY OF NEIGHBORHOOD REPLAC-
ING SAMPLE

In this section, we focus on analyzing the rationality why the
the sample itself can be replaced by its k-NN granule.

For a fixed positive integer k(k ≤ n− 1), let Ni,n,k(x) =
{xNi(n,1), xNi(n,2), · · · , xNi(n,k)} denotes the k-NN granule
of xi, where Ni(n, j), j = 1, · · · , k, j 6= i (remove itself)
denotes the index of neighbors of xi among n− 1 samples,
where the equidistant neighbor points are ordered by their
index. Then the k-NN granules of all samples constitute a

cover of D, that is
n⋃
i=1

Ni,n,k(x) = D.

Let Bi,n,k(x) ⊂ Rd denotes the k-NN ball of xi, the ball
centred at xi and the radius equals to the distance from xi to
its kth neighbor in D. We assume that the k-NN ball formed
by underlying distribution is continuous and smooth enough,
the k points falling in the ball can be used to measure its
probability. So there is Ni,n,k(x) = Bi,n,k(x) \ xi. That is the
k-NN granule can be called a hollow spherical neighborhood
of xi. Let ωi,n,k(x) denote the probability measure induced
by the p(x) on the spherical neighborhood, we have

ωi,n,k(x) =

∫
Bi,n,k(x)

dP =

∫
Ni,n,k(x)

dP (3)

the second equality dues to the fact that the probability of a
single point in a continuous distribution is zero.

Lemma 1. For a continuous sampling distribution, the expected
probability measure for any k-NN ball over all sample relations is
k/n, that is

E(ωi,n,k(x)) = k/n. (4)

Lemma 2. Let P (Ni,n,k(x)) is the probability measure of the
k-NN granule, it’s a random variable since it depends on the
density p being estimated. Let P (Ni,n,k(x)) = ωi,n,k(x), it is a
Beta distributions with parameters k and n− k.
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Proof. Let G(ω) is the distribution function of ωi,n,k(x),

G(ω) = P (ωi,n,k ≤ ω)

= P (Bi,n,k(x) contians at least k points)

= 1−
k−1∑
j=0

P (Ni,n,j(x))

= 1−
k−1∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
ωji,n,k(1− ωi,n,k)n−j−1

Integrating by parts,

E(ωαi,n,k) =

∫ 1

0
ωαi,n,kdG(ω)

= 1− α
∫ 1

0
ωα−1i,n,kG(ω)dω

= α
k−1∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)∫ 1

0
ωj+α−1i,n,k (1− ωi,n,k)n−j−1dω

According to the relationship of Beta distribution and
Bernoulli distribution [36]: F (y) =

∫ y
0
tα−1(1−t)β−1

B(α,β) dt =∑n
i=α

(
n

i

)
yi(1 − y)n−i. We conclude that ωi,n,k(x) ∼

B(k, n− k).

The integral part in the last equal is the Beta function.
With the relationship of Beta function and Gamma function
[37], we have B(a, b) = Γ(a)Γ(b)/Γ(a+ b) with parameters
a = j + α and b = n − j, where Gamma function Γ(t) =∫∞
0 xt−1e−xdx. Thus, we obtain

E(ωαi,n,k) = − αΓ(n)

Γ(n+ α)

k−1∑
j=1

Γ(j + α)

Γ(j + 1)
=

Γ(n)Γ(k + α)

Γ(n+ α)Γ(k)

Let α = 1, the Lemma 1 was founded.
Let α = 2, we obtain the variance of ωi,n,k(x),

V ar(ωi,n,k) = k(n−k)
n2(n+1) .

Theorem 2. The ω̂i,n,k = k
n to estimate the probability of ωi,n,k,

its convergence rate is O(1/n) under the law of large numbers.

Proof. Let the expectation and variance of random variables
ωi,n,k exist, for any constant ε > 0, according to the
Chebyshev’s inequality [38], we have

P (|ωi,n,k − ω̂i,n,k| ≥ ε) ≤
V ar(ωi,n,k)

ε2

=
k(n− k)

n2(n+ 1)ε2
≤ 1

nε2

(5)

That is

lim
n→+∞

P (|ωi,n,k − ω̂i,n,k| ≥ ε) ≤ lim
n→+∞

1

nε2
= 0 (6)

where k is a specific value in a non-decreasing positive
integers sequence k(n) which satisfies limn→+∞k(n) = ∞
and limn→+∞k(n)/n = 0. So the ω̂i,n,k converges to ωi,n,k
in probability.

Theorem 2 indicates that for a given k, the probability of
large deviation decreases as n increases; On the other side,
if the sample size n is fixed, increasing k will increase the

probability of large deviation. Therefore we control the range
of k in [1, nα] in practice, where α ∈ [0, 1).

Next, we demonstrate the convergence of ω̂i,n,k under
Mean Squared Error (MSE) [39].

E(ω̂i,n,k − ωi,n,k)2 = (E(ω̂i,n,k)− ωi,n,k)2 + V ar(ω̂i,n,k)

= (E(ω̂i,n,k)− ωi,n,k)2.
(7)

MSE is the sum of squared bias and variance, the second
equality sets up because the variance vanished when the
estimator is a constant. Then we have

E(ω̂i,n,k − ωi,n,k)2 = E(ω̂2
i,n,k − 2ω̂i,n,kωi,n,k + ω2

i,n,k)

=
k2

n2
− 2

k

n

k

n
+

(k + 1)k

(n+ 1)n

=
nk − k2

n3 + n2
= O(1/n)

When n→∞, the rate of convergence of ω̂i,n,k under MSE
is 1/n.

According to the above analysis, we define the entropy
of ωi,n,k(x) as H(ωi,n,k) = −

∫
ωi,n,klog(ωi,n,k)dωi,n,k. Uti-

lizing the ω̂i,n,k and the empirical dGn(ωi,n,k) of G(ωi,n,k),
we proposed a resubstitution estimation of Ĥ(ωi,n,k), the
specific form is

Ĥ(ωi,n,k) = −
∫
log(ω̂i,n,k)dGn(ωi,n,k) = − 1

n

n∑
i

log
k

n
(8)

The above analysis indicates that the sample neighbor-
hood can substitute the sample itself. It also provides a local
view of underlying distribution. Based on the rationality
analysis, we will introduce the k-NN granule to the total
association and provide a non-parametric estimation for total
association.

4 NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION-BASED MULTI-
VARIATE ASSOCIATION MEASURE

In this section, we systematically present a novel multivariate
association measure based on neighborhood information.

In the previous section, Ni,n,k(x) denotes the k-NN
granule of sample xi from multivariate variables X. To
distinguish the granules formed by each marginal variable,
we rewrite it as NX

i,n,k(x).
Given a neighborhood combination {kX1

, kX2
, · · · , kXd}

(kXi is a integer less than n), the NX
i,n,{kX1

,kX2
,··· ,kXd}

(x),
i = 1, · · · , n form a cover of D, record it as CkX1

kX2
···kXd .

Let D|CkX1
kX2
···kXd is the distribution of D on the cover

CkX1
kX2
···kXd .

4.1 Neighborhood Total Association
We first introduce the neighborhood entropy of a marginal
variable.

Definition 4.1. Given a data set D = {x1, · · · , xn} sampled
from random variables X ∈ Rd, SX is the sample of marginal
variable X , kX is a integer, NX

i,n,kX
(SX) is the kX -NN granule

of SX(i), the neighborhood entropy of SX(i) is defined as:

NHkX (SX(i)) = −log
|NX

i,n,kX
(SX)|

n
, (9)
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the neighborhood entropy of X is defined as

NHkX (X) = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

log
|NX

i,n,kX
(SX)|

n
= − 1

n

n∑
i=1

log
kX
n
.

(10)

From the formula (10), since ∀ SX(i), NX
i,n,kX

(SX) satis-
fies 1 ≤ |NX

i,n,kX
(SX)| ≤ n − 1 (other than its own), so we

have log n
n−1 ≤ NHkX (X) ≤ log(n). NHkX (X) = log(n)

holds if and only if for ∀ Sx(i), |NX
i,n,kX

(SX)| = 1. That is
each point only has one closest neighbor with indistinguisha-
bility. For NHkX (X) = log n

n−1 , if and only if for ∀Sx(i),
|NX

i,n,kX
(SX)| = n− 1. That is each point can be represented

by the rest. For a given kX , NHkX (X) = log n
kX

, it means
the uncertainty of a variable can be determined freely by
reliable neighbors kX without any prior knowledge.

Next, we introduce the joint neighborhood entropy of
multivariate random variables X.

Definition 4.2. Given a data set D = {x1, · · · , xn} sampled
from random variables X ∈ Rd, {kX1

, kX2
, · · · , kXd} is a integer

set, CkX1
kX2
···kXd is a cover on D formed by all granules on d

dimensions. The joint neighborhood entropy of sample xi is defined
as:

NHCkX1
kX2

···kXd
(xi) = −log

|NX
i,n,{kX1

,kX2
,··· ,kXd}

(x)|
n

,

(11)
then joint neighborhood entropy of X is defined as:

NHCkX1
kX2

···kXd
(X) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

NHCkX1
kX2

···kXd
(xi). (12)

Here the NX
i,n,{kX1

,kX2
,··· ,kXd}

(x) = NX
i,n,kX1

(SX1
) ∩

NX2

i,n,kX2
(SX2) ∩ · · · ∩ NXd

i,n,kXd
(SXd). The benefit of this

setting is that we don’t need to estimate the joint distribution
of X, which is determined by the marginal neighborhood
entropy of each variable. That is NHCkX1

kX2
···kXd

(X) is
certain as long as the neighborhood combination is given.

It’s easy find that |NHCkX1
kX2

···kXd
(X)| ≤

min{kX1
, · · · , kXd}, so NHCkX1

kX2
···kXd

(X) ≤
d∑
i=1

NHkXi
(Xi).

The NX
i,n,{kX1

,kX2
,··· ,kXd}

(x) = ∅ indicates that the sam-
ple xi on each variable has no common neighbor under the
the given neighborhood combination. In this case, the contri-
bution of the sample xi to multivariate joint neighborhood
entropy is 0. We agree that log 0

n = 0.
According to the definition of total association, next we

propose the multivariate total association of X from the
neighborhood sight.

Definition 4.3. Given the data set D = {x1, · · · , xn}
sampled from multivariate random variables X ∈ Rd,
{kX1

, kX2
, · · · , kXd} is a group of integer, CkX1

kX2
···kXd is

a cover on D formed by all granules on d dimensions. The
neighborhood total association of the sample xi is defined as:

NTACkX1
kX2

···kXd
(xi) = −

d∑
j=1

log
|NXj

i,n,kXj
(SXj ))|

n

+log
|NX

i,n,{kX1
,kX2

,··· ,kXd}
(x)|

n
,

(13)

and the neighborhood total association of X is defined as:

NTACkX1
kX2

···kXd
(X) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

NTACkX1
kX2

···kXd
(xi).

(14)

Theorem 3. NTA(D|CkX1
kX2
···kXd ) ≥ 0 for any cover

CkX1
kX2
···kXd , with equality iff Xi,··· ,d are statistically inde-

pendent.

If Xi,··· ,d are statistically independent, there will no
common neighbors in their joint space in theory, so
NX
i,n,{kX1

,kX2
,··· ,kXd}

(x) = ∅ to each sample for any
cover CkX1

kX2
···kXd . According to the definition 4.3, the

NTA(D|CkX1
kX2
···kXd ) = 0.

Theorem 4. NTA(D|CkX1
kX2
···kXd ) ≤

∑d
i=1 log

n
kXi
−

log n
min(kX1

,··· ,kXd )
.

The equality in Theorem 4 holds if and only if the joint
neighborhood entropy reaches its maximum under given
neighborhood combination.

The value of NTACkX1
kX2

···kXd
(X) relies on the choice of

{kXi : k = 1, · · · , d}. For a fair comparison among different
covers, one needs to analyze the value range of NTA(X).
For convenience, theNTACkX1

kX2
···kXd

(X) can be marked as
NTA(D|CkX1

kX2
···kXd ). To conduct the maximal multivari-

ate association measure on a finite data set D, one can search
an optimal cover C∗ to maximize the NTA(D|C∗). Thus, for
unbiased comparison, we normalize NTA(D|CkX1

kX2
···kXd )

under different neighborhood combinations.

Definition 4.4. Given the data set D = {x1, · · · , xn}
sampled from X ∈ Rd and a neighborhood combination
{kX1 , kX2 , · · · , kXd}, the normalized neighborhood total asso-
ciation X is defined as:

NNTACkX1
kX2

···kXd
(D) =

NTA(D|CkX1
kX2
···kXd )∑d

i=1 log
n
kXi
− log n

min(kX1
,··· ,kXd )

.
(15)

According to the Theorem 1 and Theorem 4, the
NNTACkX1

kX2
···kXd

(D) ∈ [0, 1]. However, it’s hard to
detect a potential relationship just from a specified neigh-
borhood combination in practice. Exploring all possible
neighborhood total association and fusing them will be a
practical strategy to extract and mining potential association
information at different neighborhood combinations. The
following definitions show the details.

4.2 Maximal Neighborhood Multivariate Association
Measure (MNA)
Now we present the maximal neighborhood multivariate
association measure based on normalized neighborhood total
association.

Definition 4.5. Given the data set D = {x1, · · · , xn} sampled
from X ∈ Rp and the neighborhood range NB(n), the maximal
neighborhood multivariate association coefficient is defined as:

MNA(D) = max
C={kX1

,··· ,kXd}
1≤kXikXj≤n

α,0<α<1

NNTACkX1
kX2

···kXd
(D).

(16)
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The setting of NB(n) is important: NB(n) too high will
lead to non-zero score even for statistical independent data,
while NB(n) too low means only detect simple patterns. To
avoid the invalid parameter design, we need to limit the
maximum neighborhood combination NB(n) of covers C.
Here we heuristically provide the neighborhood range that
satisfy the kXikXj < nα, i 6= j, i, j = 1, · · · , d, α ∈ (0, 1).
In this paper, n0.7 ∼ n0.8 is effective experimentally. Unless
specified otherwise, we use NB(n) = n0.8, which works
well in practice.

Some properties of MNA are as follows:
D1. Comparable. MNA(D) ∈ [0, 1]. Based on the def-

inition 4.4, the NNTA(D) ∈ [0, 1] for any sets and any
neighborhood combinations, so the MNA(D) not only can be
compared across different neighborhood combinations of the
same data but also different dimensional multivariate sets.

D2. Interpretable. MAC(D) = 0 means the X1,··· ,d are
statistically independent. Due to the limited sample size, the
MNA(D) will deviate from theoretical 0 in practical appli-
cation. The higher the MNA score, the stronger association
among X1,··· ,d. MAC(D) = 1 indicates that there exists at
least a variable Xi such that each Xj ∈ {X1,··· ,d \Xi} is a
function of Xi.

5 CALCULATING MNA
5.1 Brute-force Approach
To use MNA in practice, a brute-force search strategy is
easiest to be thought of. It traverses all possible neighbor-
hood combinations over every dimension and selects an
optimal one that maximize the MNA. Specially, for every
neighborhood combination {kXi}d−1i=1 , it fixes the number of
neighbors of samples on d − 1 dimension firstly, and then
try to find the optimal neighborhood size of the remaining
dimension. For every neighborhood combination, the above
operation is repeated per dimension and the maximal value
is reported over all dimensions.

However, using the kXikXj ≤ nα, i 6= j, the search space
on all dimensions is kX1

× · · · × kXd ≤ nαd/2. Then the size
of search space for d-dimensional is O(Nd). It’s obviously
not going to work for large d in practice.

5.2 Our Approach
In this section, a simple and efficient greedy method for
estimating MNA is provided. To compute the MNA(D),
the computational intractability is embodied in finding
concurrently the optimal neighborhood size of all dimensions
that maximize the normalized neighborhood total association
(see Eq.(14) and (15)). Thus an efficient search method is
required. The intuition is to serialize the above traversal
search. That is, the dimension and its corresponding optimal
number of neighbors are gradually sought to maximize the
normalized neighborhood total association with all selected
dimensions and their neighborhood size.

In practice, we first ascertain two dimensions X
′

1 and X
′

2

such that MNA(X
′

1, X
′

2) is the maximum among all pairs
of variables. Then, at each subsequent step l ∈ [2, d − 1],
let Ck = {X ′1, X

′

2, · · · , X
′

k} is the subset of variables have
been picked, and their optimal neighborhood sizes have
been determined. The Rd−k = {Xk+1, · · · , Xd} is the subset

Algorithm 1 Maximal Neighborhood Multivariate Associa-
tion Measure (MNA)

Input: A finite data set D = {x1, · · · , xn}, a integer set
satisfies kXikXj ≤ nα, neighborhood parameter α ∈ [0, 1),
current variables set C1, remaining variables set Rd,
optimal neighborhood combination set ON1, the distance
measure dXi on the Xi, i = 1, · · · , d space.
Output: MNA(D), the variables sequence Cd, neighbor-
hood sequence ONd.
Compute the similarity matrix Sm(Xi), i = 1, · · · , d of
each marginal sample set SXi .
repeat

for k = 2 to d do
if k = 2 then

Calculate the MNA values of all pairs variables
in Rd, select the variable pairs corresponding to the
maximum MNC value and add into the setC2 = {X ′1, X

′

2},
record the neighborhood combination of selected variables
and add into the set ON2 = {(kX′1)∗, (kX′2

)∗}, update the
Rd−2 = Rd − C2.

if k > 2 then
Select the variable X

′

k from Rd−k−1, search
the neighborhood combination while satisfying kX′k

<
Nα

max({k
X
′
i
}k−1
i=1 )

on similar matrix Sm(X
′

k), and record

neighbors size (kX′k
)∗ that make MNA(Ck−1, Xk) reach

the largest. Update the ONk and Rd−k.
until Rd = ∅

of remaining variables. The purpose of the k + 1 step
is: select the variable X

′

k+1 ∈ Rd−k that maximize the
association strength with Ck, find the optimal neighbor-
hood size for X

′

k+1 which satisfies kX′k+1
< Nα

max({k
X
′
i
}ki=1)

,

and then calculate the MNA(X
′

k+1, Ck) score. Repeat the
above steps, we obtain the approximate score of MNA(D)
and its corresponding optimal neighborhood combination.
Reviewing the above process, it is equivalent to splitting
the overall maximization goal into stepwise maximization
subgoals. Details of the proposed algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.

Note that since all dimensions in Ck have already been
fixed gradually, we need not to determine them again, so it
can be computed much more efficiently. In addition, with
gradual addition of variables, the neighborhood range of
remaining variables gradually decreases, it also contributes
to boost computing efficiency.

By the way, according to our computing rule, it will
occur a phenomena that different neighborhood combina-
tions yield the same MNA score. Here, we agree to take
the neighborhood combination with smaller neighborhood
sizes, this will offer larger neighborhood search range for
remaining variables.

5.3 Complexity Analysis
The time complexity of MNA(D) includes three parts: (1)
the cost of computing similarity matrix for all dimensions
O(dN2); (2) the cost of sorting similarity matrix for all
dimensions O(dN2logN); (3) the cost of find X

′

1 and X
′

2
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O(d2N2α) and the cost of find subsequent dimensions
O(dN2α). In fact, the time complexity of subsequent di-
mensions is less than O(Nα) for d ≥ 3 due to the gradually
restricted neighborhood range. So the overall time complexity
is O(d2N2α). We adopt α = 0.8 in implementation, the
complexity MNA(D) is O(d2N1.6).

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we empirically assess the performance of
MNA (here the p = 2 for lp-norm. In fact, different ps yield
the same result on a single dimension.) First, we study the
validity of parameter NB(n) on synthetic datasets. Second,
we verify some properties of MNA experimentally. Third, we
apply MNA to detect novel associations on real-world data.

We also compare our approach to three state-of-the-art
multivariate association measures, namely HICS, MAC and
UDS. CMI was not included here due to it is not normalized.
The parameters involved in those comparison methods are
set according to their respective papers. The results presented
are the average values of 100 experiments.

6.1 Performance on Synthetic Data

Parameter validity. Figure 2 reports different neighborhood
parameter NB(n) = O(nα) results in MNA scores move
towards zero for bivariate statistically independent data as
n grows. For every sample size, 100 random data sets are
sampled from a uniform distribution for each neighborhood
parameter α ∈ [0 : 0.1 : 0.9, 0.99]. The distribution of 11
boxplots in each subfigure demonstrates the incremental
changes of MNA with gradually larger parameters, which
indicates setting too large neighborhood parameters will
increase the strength between independent variables. Further,
we see that the MAC changes greatly at the brown cross
line in each sample size, where the cross point represents
the mean MNA at NB(n) = n0.8. In addition, we can
see the MNC score at NB(n) = n0.8 moves toward 0
with increasing sample size n. This suggests α = 0.8 is
a statistically reasonable parameter value. Without special
assignment , we adopt it in our experiment.

D3. Scalable. The parameter validity results partly verify
the scalable of MNA, that is easy to compute as the increasing
number of data size. The scalable with respect to dimension
can be verified by reliability results.

D4. Intuitive. Only one neighborhood parameter α in
MNA(D) should be considered, which controls the range
of neighborhood information to be referenced. Users can
easily understand the impact of the parameter and control
the estimation process.

D5. Reliability. In this section, we identify and analyze
the impact of relationship types and dimension deviation on
MNA experimentally. To study reliability, six different types
relationships with ten different dimensions are used in exper-
imental. The specific forms of the dataset are from [14], [16]:
(1) Independent relationship: eachXi variables are mutual in-
dependent; (2) Identical relationship:Xi = X1; (3) Power law
relationship: Xi = Xi

1; (4) Sin relationship: Xi = sin(Xi−1);
(5) Quadratic relationship: Xi = X2

i−1 + 2Xi−1; (6) Log
relationship: Xi = log(|Xi−1| + 1). For each relationship,
i = 2, · · · , 20. In each dataset, samples of the variable
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Fig. 2: The performance of different parameter values in
NB(n) on bivariate independent data as increasing n.

X1 comes from a uniform distribution [0,1], samples of
other variables are generated depend on the corresponding
relationship. Each relationship is formed by 500 sample
points. The results in each type dimension are the average of
100 trials.

We report the results in Figure 3. By looking at the
variation curves of compared measures and MNA with
increasing data dimensions, we see MNA and MAC appear
a desired flat line behavior at 1 for (2)-(6) strong different
associations, which reveals the MNA can detect different
style associations. For (1) independent data, the curve of
MNA nearly presents a flat line at 0, (the deviation on
2 dimension may be due to the limited samples), which
manifests the MNA is not influenced by the dimensions for
detecting independent variables. However, none of other
compared measures behave correctly across all six cases.
Hence MNA has excellent reliability.

On the side, the above experiments partly explain the D3.
Scalable of MNA, that is it can be used to measure multi-
variate variable associations among different dimensions.

D6. Robust. Noisy data may lead to wrong estimates,
such as an random data is declared as a strongly association.
MNA is a rank statistic, because we use the neighborhood
subscript of a point rather than its sample value, so it is
sensitive to noise data in theory. Here we test the power of
MNA experimentally. The relationships are still adopted in
above section, but we report the results for four complex
relationships. Each data set is 500 points and fixed 20
dimensions, the 10 noise level ε ∼ Gaussian(0, δ), we control
noise by varying δ.

Figure 4 displays the results. The higher score the better.
Though no one measure is consistently superior to the
compared measures, MNA outperforms others on three
relationships except Log relationship. MAC degenerates
very quickly may due to neglecting the local structures of
relationship especially on noisier data.
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Fig. 3: The performance of MNA and the comparison
methods on six relationships.
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Fig. 4: Power of MNA with regards to different noise.

6.2 Performance on Real Data

Discovering novel associations. For unlabeled data ex-
ploratory analysis, one hopes an association measure identify
and detect interesting and valuable relationships among
multivariable. To evaluate the efficacy of MNA in exploratory
analysis, we apply MNA to WHO data set [1], which includes
357 global indicators for 202 countries from 1960 to 2005.
There many missing values exist in the data sets, we use
linear interpolation method to fill the missing values [40].

Below we present some interesting associations discov-
ered by MNA but its competitors can’t discovered. First,
we sort the MNA scores and compared methods scores
on all pairwise variables, and then compute their scores
among three variables based on the top 50 detected bivariate
associations. Associations with high MNA score on both
two variables and three variables are displayed. Figure 5
shows the detected linear relationships, those associations
are intuitively understandable. Figure 6 presents interesting
nonlinear associations discovered using MNA, it is obvious
a exponential and linear superposition tendency, but other

methods fail to. We verified all findings with a domain expert,
some haven already known as associations, and others that
are novel.
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Fig. 5: Linear associations discovered by MNA.
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Fig. 6: Nonlinear associations discovered by MNA.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Exploring and detecting potential association patterns in
multivariate data sets is a kind of important tasks in data
mining. Data-driven approaches that making no assumption
of data distributions nor types of associations are still
urgent. In this paper, we introduced the neighborhood
information into total association and proposed a MNA
measure for multivariate association mining, which fulfils
comparable, interpretable, scalable, intuitive, reliability, and
robust requirements statistically.

Experimental results convincingly demonstrated that
MNA outperforms existing measures. MNA discovers as-
sociation patterns by exploring the neighborhood structures
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of all dimensions, its successful applications provides a novel
perspective to complex multivariate association mining task.
For further research, we will gain more insight into the
statistical nature of neighborhood.
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